PM 2.5 exposure distributions of adult Helsinki citizens were simulated using a probabilistic simulation framework. Simulation results were compared to corresponding personal exposure distributions measured in the EXPOLIS study in Helsinki. The simpler models 1 and 2 ( with two and three microenvironments, respectively ) predict the general outline of the exposure distributions reasonably well. Compared to the observed exposure distribution, the mean is underestimated by less than 3 g m À3 ( 20% ) and the standard deviation by 23 -35%. In the improved simulation models ( 3 and 4 ), the environmental tobacco smoke ( ETS ) -exposed subjects are excluded, the time -activity models of working and nonworking subpopulations are modeled separately, and the correlations of input concentration and time fraction variables have been accounted for. The output of these models was very close to the observed distributions; the differences in the means were less than 0.1 g m À3 and the differences in standard deviation less than 1%. We conclude that when the required input data are available or can be reliably estimated, the target population PM 2.5 exposure distributions can be predicted accurately enough for most practical purposes using this kind of a microenvironment model.
Introduction
Modeling is recognized as a tool for assessing population exposures to air pollution. Exposure models allow estimation of pollutant exposure for groups of people and time periods (e.g., future ) for which personal monitoring has not been conducted. Models can be used to combine information from different sources to produce estimates for population exposures that would be very expensive or impossible to measure (e.g., Letz et al., 1984 ) .
Models should be tested against observed data to see how well the model performs in reality. Two related objectives of testing strategies usually are ( 1) to quantify how closely predictions match observed parameters and ( 2 ) to identify model component deficiencies that might be responsible for poor predictions ( Parrish et al., 1992 ) . Law and Kelton ( 1991 ) identified comparison of predicted values to observed ones only as one part of validation. In their opinion (p. 299 ), validation is concerned with determining whether the conceptual simulation model construct is an accurate representation of the system under study. The conceptual model behind the factual implementation must match reality -in other words, phenomena truly affecting the exposures should drive the model. Koistinen et al. ( 2000 ) analyzed behavioral determinants of personal PM 2.5 exposures using EXPOLIS Helsinki data. Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke ( ETS ) was found to be the strongest single determinant of personal PM 2.5 exposures. Other yet weaker determinants were the concentrations at home and at work place. Cooking was not found to be important at population level, but this is partly due to the fact that gas stoves are rare in Helsinki. Rotko et al. ( 2000a ) analyzed socio -economic factors connected to different PM 2.5 exposure levels. In this analysis, too, the tobacco smoke exposure was the strongest single factor, while the working status and type of occupation had weaker yet statistically significant relationships with the exposure levels. Letz et al. (1984) compared respirable particle ( RSP ) exposure modeling results to personal monitoring data from Kingston-Harriman, TN, USA, for validation. The microenvironment model approach presented is also used as basis for the EXPOLIS simulation model (Kruize et al., 2002 ) . Letz et al. (1984) used time -weighted averages in the analytical model, and the variances were estimated using Gauss' law of error propagation.
They used five microenvironments: outdoors, home when awake, home when asleep, other indoors, and in travel. Results were shown separately for the ETS -exposed and the nonexposed. The predicted means were 6 -8% and standard deviations 8-14% lower than the observed values. Closer values for both mean and standard deviation were obtained for the ETS -exposed target population. Other exposure distribution characteristics, like the shapes of the simulated or observed distributions, were not reported.
In a later work, the same authors applied Monte Carlo simulation technique to the same microenvironment model for NO 2 exposures (Ryan et al., 1986 ), but no model validation was presented. Ott et al. ( 1988 ) developed the SHAPE model for assessing population exposure distributions to carbon monoxide ( CO ). They used the Denver 1982 -1983 personal monitoring data for validation. The model approach was much more detailed than in the Letz et al. (1984 ) study; the observed data were practically continuous and 22 microenvironments were identified from the time -activity data. Ott et al. ( 1988 ) reported the observed and simulated personal 1 -and 8 -h maximum exposure distributions on log -probability charts. The mean, standard deviation, and maximum values were also listed numerically for comparison. For the 8 -h maximum exposures, all the three presented simulation model versions estimated the mean well (observed 4.9 ppm, composite fixed station model 4.8 ppm ) but underestimated the standard deviations (observed 4.2 ppm, composite fixed station model 2.4 ppm: a 43% underestimation ). For the 1-h maximum exposures, the simulated mean ( 10.6 ppm ) was close to that observed ( 10.2 ppm ), but the standard deviations were, again, underestimated by over 30% ( observed 8.9 ppm, modeled 6.0 ppm ). Ott et al. listed the finite nature of histogram distributions used in the sampling, autocorrelation of microenvironment concentrations, and serial dependencies of personal activities as possible causes for the underestimation. Behar et al. ( 1990 ) modified the SHAPE model to simulate benzene exposures. The modified model is called Benzene Exposure Assessment Model (BEAM ). Microenvironment concentrations were taken from 12 -h measurements performed in the BEAM studies and the corresponding daytime and overnight exposure measurements were used for validation. The predicted and observed cumulative distributions were shown for daytime, overnight, and 22-h average exposures together with numerical values of the mean, standard deviation, and maximum. The means matched well; the predicted overnight mean was the same, while the predicted daytime and 22 -h means were 16% and 8% higher than the corresponding observed values. The standard deviations in all reported simulations were -again -considerably underestimated (by 39-45% ). Behar et al. explained the differences by the absence of extremes in the distributions used in sampling process. Law et al. (1997 ) evaluated the probabilistic NAASQ Exposure Model applied to CO ( pNEM /CO ) using the same Denver 1982 -1983 data as Ott et al. ( 1988 ) earlier.
The simulated results, maximum 1 -and 8 -h running average daily exposures, were the same as in Ott et al.'s paper, but number of microenvironments was smaller (13 compared to 22 ). Homes with and without gas stoves were simulated separately. The target population was divided into 84 cohorts according to home and work districts, demographic groups, and cooking fuel used at home.
The simulation results were compared to observed exposure distributions by plotting the cumulative 1 -and 8 -h maximum exposure distributions on log -probability charts and by tabulating eight percentile values for comparison. The median values were slightly ( 3-4% ) In all models, the fitted lognormal concentration distributions were truncated at 99.9%. underestimated for the 1 -h exposures and overestimated for the 8 -h exposures ( 7% for nongas stove homes, 16% for gas stove homes ). All models also overestimate the 5th percentile level by 40% or more and underestimate the 95th percentile level by 24-67%. Thus, the variation was once more underestimated in the simulated results, although direct variation measures were not reported. Law et al. (1997 ) list four possible reasons for the discrepancy between simulated and observed values: ( i) only two (gas stove and smoking ) of all known indoor sources (wood stove, kerosene heaters, water heaters, fire places, and garages ) of CO were included in the model; ( ii ) the population time -activity autocorrelations were not modeled; (iii ) the time -activity database ( Washington, DC ) was from different area than the validation data (Denver ); and (iv ) the model may under predict high exposures due to the constant values used in mass balance model and other empirical pNEM /CO model parameters. Law et al. (1997 ) also calculated modified Kolmogorov -Smirnov (K -S ) statistics to test the differences between the observed and simulated distributions. All simulated distributions except the 1-h exposures of subjects with non-gas stove homes were rejected in the K -S statistical tests using 5% risk level (P=0.05 ). Thus, according to the K -S statistics, the simulated exposure distributions are not similar to the measured ones.
In summary, all the reviewed simulation model validations predicted the mean or median values with fair to good accuracy, but all underestimated the exposure variability. According to the authors, there is a need to improve the model performance especially in the high -end exposure levels. Kruize et al. (2002 ) described the simulation framework developed within the EXPOLIS project. As described in Jantunen et al. (1998 ) , the general objectives of the probabilistic exposure simulation development in EXPOLIS are to assess the population exposure simulations of selected subpopulations, urban areas, and future scenarios. The aims of the current paper are ( 1) to use the model to simulate Helsinki adult population exposures to PM 2.5 ; (2 ) to compare the simulations to observed exposure distributions; and ( 3) to evaluate model components to identify possible model development needs.
Materials and methods
The structure of the EXPOLIS exposure simulation framework used in this work is presented in detail by Kruize et al. (2002) . The model is based on average concentration experienced over visits to multiple environments ( Fugas, 1975 ) . The microenvironment formulation of the approach is shown in Eq. (1 ) (e.g., Duan 1982; Letz et al., 1984; Ryan et al., 1986 ) :
where E is the time -weighted average exposure of an individual and f i and C i are the time fraction spent in and concentration in microenvironment i. This equation is applicable for any averaging time and any number of microenvironments and can, in principle, be used for any air pollutant. In a model run, E is calculated for a large number of simulated individuals, based on a random drawing of input variables f i and C i from specified probability distributions. The modeling framework described by Kruize et al. (2002) allows also for a nested approach, where the Eq. ( 1) -based microenvironment model is supplemented with (i) modeling of indoor microenvironment concentrations using ambient concentrations and probabilistic penetration factor following beta distribution, and (ii ) modeling of indoor emissions using probabilistic lognormal emission factors. This nested approach is not used in this work. The EXPOLIS Helsinki PM 2.5 exposure and microenvironmental concentration measurement data are used to test the applicability of microenvironment -based simulations to PM 2.5 exposures. The EXPOLIS study is described in detail in Jantunen et al. ( 1998 ) and the PM 2.5 sampling methods and data quality in Koistinen et al. (1999 ) . The Figure 1 . Comparison of simulated and observed exposure distributions ( P 48 = observed 48 -h exposure to PM 2.5 ; NSE = non -ETS -exposed subjects only ).
measurements were carried out in 1996 -1997. The population sampling procedures and sample comparison to the whole metropolitan area population are presented by Rotko et al. (2000b ) . The randomly drawn EXPOLIS population sample in Helsinki consisted of Finnish-speaking 25-to 55 -year-old Helsinki Metropolitan area residents.
PM 2.5 concentrations at home indoors, home outdoors, and at work place, and personal exposures during 48 h were measured for 201 subjects. The personal monitor briefcase was carried by the subject and kept in the vicinity for 48 h. Because the measurement did not catch true exposure to active smoking, the exposure levels of active smokers are processed here as exposures to ETS. The residence and work microenvironment measurements were programmed to occur during the actual hours that the participants were expected to spend there. A 15 -min resolution time -microenvironment -activity diary (TMAD ) with 11 microenvironments and three activities were kept during the measurements and all subjects filled a detailed microenvironment, behavioral, and socio -demographic questionnaire. A larger population sample participated in a questionnaire -only study by filling the diaries and questionnaires. The measurement and questionnaire data were stored into the EXPOLIS Access Database ( EADB; Microsoft, Seattle, WA, version 7.0 ) developed for this purpose (Hänninen et al., 2002 ) .
Four simulation runs, listed in Table 1 , were performed using the Risk add-on software ( Palisade, Newfield, NY, version 4.0 ) with Excel (Microsoft version 8.0). All simulations were run using Latin hypercube sampling. Models 1 and 2 targeted the whole EXPOLIS population while models 3 and 4 excluded the ETS -exposed subjects from the target population and used separate time -activity models for working and nonworking subpopulations. Models 1 and 3 were built on two microenvironments, ''Home indoors'' ( HI ) and ''Work indoors'' ( WI ), and used the exposure equation E = f HI C HI +f WI C WI . Models 2 and 4 added the ''Other'' (O ) microenvironment by lumping all other nine diary microenvironments together. The exposure equation for these models was
The time -activity parameters used here are calculated from all of the diaries, including both the exposure measurement sample and the questionnaire -only sample ( total n = 434). The time fractions were calculated for the two or three microenvironments and beta distributions were fitted on these data. Goodness of the fits were evaluated by plotting observed histograms overlaid with the corresponding fitted beta density function and by calculating K -S, Anderson -Darling, and Chi -square test statistics ( using Risk 4.0 software ). The time-activity simulation inputs as fractions of time spent in each microenvironment are listed in Table 2 .
The concentration input parameters were obtained from the EXPOLIS ''Home indoors'' and ''Work indoors'' microenvironment measurements. Measurement repeatability for the EXPOLIS concentrations was 3% (relative standard deviation ) (Koistinen et al., 1999 ) . Hourly measured ambient PM 2.5 data were used as the concentration distribution for the ''Other'' microenvironment. The Helsinki Metropolitan Area Council carried out the ambient measurements and provided the data. The simulation inputs (means, standard deviations ) and the numbers of observations of each type are listed in Table 3 , including observed exposure values. The lognormality of the concentration distributions was tested using Shapiro -Wilk's test. Two -parameter lognormal distributions were fitted to the concentration data. Goodness of the fits were evaluated visually using function overlays on a histogram and statistically by t -test, Wilcoxon rank -sum test, and K -S test statistics for each fit (STATA 5.0 statistical software; STATA, College Station, TX ).
All lognormal concentration distributions were truncated at 99.9th percentile in the simulations to prevent unrealistically high concentration values. Spearman's rank correlation ( r) matrixes for the time fraction and concentration variables were used in models 3 and 4. The rank correlation inputs are shown in Table 4 .
Results

Comparison of Model Outputs to Observed Exposure Distributions
Simulated exposure distributions are compared graphically to the observed ones in Figure 1 . Models 1 and 2, targeting the whole EXPOLIS population (Finnish-speaking 25 -to 55 -year-old persons), are shown in the top chart. In models 3 and 4 in the second chart, the ETS -exposed subjects have been excluded, and the models have been enhanced with separate time -activity models for working and nonworking subpopulations and by taking the rank correlations within fraction of time and concentration variables into account. Each chart shows two simulations: one with two and the other with three microenvironments. Visually evaluated, all the simulated distributions are roughly similar to the observed ones. Numerical comparisons of the mean, standard deviation, and percentiles of the observed and simulated distributions are shown in Table 5 . Models 1 and 2 slightly underestimate the mean and all percentiles. The three -microenvironment model ( model 2 ) is closer to observed values in low percentiles while the two -microenvironment model (model 1) is performing slightly better in the high end of the distribution. Both models clearly underestimate the standard deviation. Models 3 and 4 estimate the means and standard deviations very close and almost identical to the observed values. All modeled percentiles are closer to the observed values than in models 1 and 2, especially in the high end of the distributions. The lowest percentiles are still underestimated, but the absolute differences are less than 1 g m À3 . Agreement of the simulated distributions with the observed exposures was statistically tested using the t-test, Wilcoxon rank -sum test, and K -S test statistics. The K -S P values were 0.01, 0.11, 0.53, and 0.69 for models 1-4, respectively. The t-test and Wilcoxon rank -sum tests produced similar results. 
EXPOLIS simulation model: Comparison with measurements
Hänninen et al.
Evaluation of Model Components
Fitted Time -Activity Functions Observed fractions of time histograms are shown with corresponding beta density functions in Figure 2 . Different subpopulations are shown in the columns and microenvironments in the rows. The fitted beta function for home indoors had a similar range as the observed data, with central tendency close to the observed. The observed data, however, show a more pronounced peak for the whole and the working populations. The K -S statistics (P values ) testing the goodness of the fits are 0.000, 0.002, and >0.25 for the whole, the working, and the nonworking populations, respectively. By definition, the nonworking subpopulation, with fraction of time spent at work being zero, can be seen in the leftmost bar of the histogram. This high bar forces the beta fit leftwards, causing the mode to be misplaced compared to the observed data. The beta function properties do not reflect the working day length well. Even the longest working individuals in the observed data do not spend more than approximately 50% of their time at work. The normal workday length, 8 h, is the mode of the observed data. Thus, the observed histogram is skewed to the left, while the fitted beta function is skewed to the right. The histogram for the working subpopulation is identical to the whole population, except that the zero time bar has been removed. Now the fit is clearly better, but it still overpredicts short and long workdays with a mode closer to 6 than 8 h. This indicates that the beta fit, so applied, is not very good for the work microenvironment. The K -S statistics ( P values ) are 0.000 for both the whole and the working populations, indicating that statistically, the fitted and observed distributions are different.
For the sum of time fractions spent in all other environments (than in ''Home indoors'' and ''Work indoors''), the beta fit is quite good for all three populations. It can be expected that beta fit works well for most minor microenvironments, where the distribution mode is close to zero and the distribution is skewed to the right. The K -S statistics ( P values ) are 0.01, 0.01, and > 0.25 for the whole, the working, and the nonworking populations, respectively. This indicates that the fits for the first two populations are still statistically poor but that the last one is good.
Fitted Concentration Functions Concentration histograms measured in the Helsinki EXPOLIS study are shown in Figure 3 . The fitted lognormal density functions are plotted on logarithmic x -axis scale. The concentrations in the ''Home indoors'' and ''Work indoors'' of the whole Helsinki study population (models 1 and 2) are shown in the left column of figures. Observed data for the non -ETS -exposed subpopulation ( models 3 and 4 ) are shown in the right column. The single chart on the third row of figures shows the distribution of 1-h ambient concentration used as the concentration distribution for the ''Other'' microenvironment in models 2 and 4.
The overall visual appearances of the fits are good. Shapiro -Wilk's test results for lognormality, however, were poor. The P values were < 0.00 for all distributions for the whole population and ambient 1 -h data. The P values for the non-ETS -exposed subpopulation were 0.20 (''Home indoors'') and 0.64 ( ''Work indoors''), indicating statistically acceptable fits. This indicates that the most important cause for the poor fit of the distributions for the whole population is smoking; the ETS -exposed indoor environments appear in the concentration distribution as weak but statistically evident multimodality.
Detailed inspection of the simulated concentrations (data not shown) reveals that in some cases, the open -ended nature of lognormal distribution ( from zero to infinity) does not describe the range of realistic concentrations. In models 1 and 2, the highest simulated concentrations without truncation exceeded 5000 g m À3 , 20 times the observed maximum. The problem was reduced in models 3 and 4, but the simulated maximum concentrations were still clearly higher than the observed maxima in these models, too. Latin hypercube sampling, used in the simulations, highlights this problem by ensuring that one sample is taken from the extreme of each distribution.
Intercorrelation of the Simulation Inputs Pairwise rank correlation coefficients within the observed fraction of time and concentration variables are shown in Table 4 . The fractions of time correlations are negative. In the three -microenvironment model for the nonworking subjects (model 4), the correlation between the fraction of time spent in ''Home indoors'' and in the ''Other'' microenvironments is À 1.00, by definition.
The rank correlation between the ''Home indoors'' concentration and the ''Work indoors'' concentration of the same person is lower (r =0.4 ) than the correlations of both of these indoor microenvironments with simultaneous ambient concentrations. The rank correlation of ''Home indoors'' for the non -ETS -exposed subjects with the ambient concentration was 0.83.
Discussion
Comparing Simulation Results to Literature
In the validations of simulated exposures in the reviewed literature, the mean or the median values usually matched the observed ones quite well. Our own results for estimating the means are similar. Models 1 and 2 underestimate the means by 15% and 18%, respectively, but models 3 and 4 come very close to the observed values, the relative difference being less than 1%.
The variance was usually underestimated in the cited studies. In the current work, models 1 and 2 behave similarly. The standard deviations were underestimated by 23% (model 1 ) and 35% (model 2). Adding the correlation matrix to model 2 improved the standard deviation estimate only slightly (underestimation by 27%, data not shown), and did not affect the main problem of underestimating all the levels. Our models 3 and 4 outperformed the earlier models by predicting standard deviations within 1% of the observed values. This is at least partly explained by (i) incorporation of concentration intercorrelations in these models, and (ii ) the use of factual microenvironment concentration distributions measured in times when people were truly present.
The simulated standard deviations were quite sensitive to the simulated maximum concentrations. Without truncation at 99.9th percentile, the standard deviation of model 1 was four times of the observed (over estimation 400%, data not shown). Truncation at 99th percentile led to 10% underestimation in the standard deviation ( data not shown ). The effect was much smaller in models 3 and 4.
All the reviewed models in the literature have been built on five or more microenvironments, while the current models have only two or three. This indicates that at least for a pollutant like PM 2.5 -having very small outdoor spatial variations and with major indoor source ETS excluded -a very simple microenvironment model can work remarkably well. For the whole population, the three -microenvironment model performed slightly better; but for the non -ETSexposed, there was practically no difference between the two -and three -microenvironment models.
Evaluation of the Goodness of Fit
Classical statistical tests were used in combination with graphical comparison of the model outputs to observed distributions to evaluate the parametric input distribution fits. As discussed by, e.g., Firestone et al. ( 1997 ) , the statistical power of the tests increases with the number of data points. In a simulation with a large number of iterations, the possibility to find small but statistically significant differences between distributions increases. The overall shape of a fitted distribution can be similar to the observed one and the values fit the same ranges, but statistically, the distributions are still different. On the other hand, the input distribution can be found to be lognormal using a statistical test, but using the fit as input in a Latin hypercube sampling model may produce unrealistically high concentration inputs. Both of these cases are demonstrated in the results.
The statistical tests reduce the goodness -of -fit evaluation to a single P value, but the interpretation of such a number may be difficult. Graphically, the fit might look acceptable, having approximately the same range of values with roughly the same shape, while the statistical test indicates a poor fit. The tests assess the probability that the observed values have been sampled from the fitted distribution. They do not evaluate whether the difference would invalidate the fitted distribution. Thus, the result of a statistical test should neither be the only reason to accept nor reject a particular fit or output. Firestone et al. (1997 ) emphasize the use of graphical comparisons in assessing the goodness of fits. Different formats of graphical distribution comparisons have different benefits. The log -probability plots used in this work and in the literature ( e.g., Ott et al., 1988; Behar et al., 1990; Law et al., 1997 ) show the relative goodness of the fits clearly. On the other hand, the logarithmic y -axis scale partly masks the absolute differences at the high end. Our work follows Law et al. ( 1997 ) and lists the main percentiles numerically for direct ( linear ) comparison ( Table 5 ).
In the Helsinki metropolitan area, there are approximately 440,000 people in the age range 25 -55 years. The corresponding EXPOLIS measurement sample was only 201 persons ( 0.05 % ). Each sampled subject represents 2189 persons in the target population. The highest indoor concentration observed was close to 300 g m À3 ( Table 3) . Many other studies have reported higher indoor particle levels in smoker's homes, e.g., in the Netherlands, weekly average indoor RSP levels in the winter period were 400 -500 g m À3 (Lebret, personal communication) . Thus, the observed maximum in Helsinki may be an underestimation of the true extreme. The simulated concentration level of 5000 g m À 3 would, however, be unrealistic due to the visual, olfactory, and irritative properties of tobacco smoke. The reliability of the measured extreme exposures to represent the true extreme exposures within this population is equally uncertain as the reliability of the modeled extremes. Above 95th percentile, they both have upwards -increasing uncertainty, which should be kept in mind when comparing the simulated and observed levels beyond these percentiles.
The uncertainty and the variability were not modeled separately in this work. The concentration and exposure measurements were carried out with a 3% relative precision. Repeatability of the time -activity measurement by participant -applied time -microenvironment -activity diaries has not been assessed by us or others. One can only theorize that for a 6 -to 8-h working day, the diary error might be 30 min, which is less than 10%. For the fraction of time spent at home, the relative error is probably smaller. For microenvironments where the time spent is shorter, the relative error would increase. These measurement errors slightly increase the observed variance in both the observed exposure distributions and in the simulation outputs. In both cases, most of the variance seems to be real.
Modeling Input Concentrations
Environmental pollutant concentrations have often been found to follow lognormal distribution ( e.g., Ryan et al., 1986; Ott, 1990; Ott et al., 1988 ) . The microenvironment concentrations, used as inputs for ''Home indoors'' and ''Work indoors'' in models 1 and 2, visually appeared close to lognormal. The overall population concentration distributions were in fact multimodal due to the combination of ETS -exposed and nonexposed subjects, and ShapiroWilk's statistical test rejected the lognormality at 1% confidence level. This may be one explanation for the poorer results for models 1 and 2. In models 3 and 4, the ETS -exposed subjects were excluded, and the microenvironment concentrations were lognormal. Ott (1990 ) used computer simulations to show how concentrations after random dilution process followed roughly lognormal distributions. At the highest percentiles, however, the concentrations fell below the lognormal ones. In Ott's results, this starts to appear above 98th percentile and becomes even stronger above 99th percentile. Ott simulated the levels up to the 99.9th percentile. This feature and its consequences were well demonstrated in the current work. Using Latin hypercube sampling with 2000 or more iterations, the lognormal concentration inputs produced concentrations in excess of 5000 g m À3 . The highest measured indoor concentrations in EXPOLIS Helsinki data were below 300 g m À3 even with ETS exposures included and below 90 g m À3 when ETS exposures were excluded. While it is conceivable that such extreme concentrations could sometimes occur in Helsinki, we are not implying that our model could estimate them any more than randomized EXPOLIS measurements could capture them. Thus, the concentration model was enhanced with truncation. Concentrations exceeding the 99.9th percentile level were truncated to that level. The selection of the truncation percentile affects the simulated standard deviations ( a lot in extreme cases ), and might have a minor effect on the mean values, too. It has no effect on the exposure percentiles below the 99th one.
Besides the selected lognormal distributions to model indoor concentrations, other distribution shapes could be considered. Lognormal distribution is, however, the most common distribution used to model concentration in the literature. Ott's (1990 ) work has shown that there, in fact, is a physical explanation to the fact that many observed concentration distributions appear to be approximately lognormal. Thus, in the current work, the lognormal distribution was used as a default distribution shape for the concentrations. The results indicate that despite of the observed deviancies from the lognormality, this assumption works fine in the current models.
Time -Activity Inputs
The current work uses modeled time -activity inputs. As suggested by Ryan et al. (1986 ) , fitted beta distributions were used to describe the time fractions spent in each microenvironment. Beta distribution is flexible, is limited by definition to the range [0,1 ] as a time fraction parameter must be, and allows for symmetry or skewness to the left or to the right. Time -activity diaries of true persons have also been used as time -activity inputs for simulation modeling ( e.g., Ott et al., 1988; Behar et al., 1990; Law et al., 1997; Freijer et al., 1998 ). The SHAPE model was originally developed to use modeled time activities, but the versions used in the CO (Ott et al., 1988) and benzene validations ( Behar et al., 1990 ) were modified to use actual diary data as input instead. Ott et al. (1988 ) point out that also the US Science Advisory Board panel members suggested the use of actual diaries instead of time -activity models to avoid errors from overlooked auto -and intercorrelation structures of time -activity variables.
By definition, the fractions of times spent in different microenvironments must, in general, be inversely related. The time spent in any one microenvironment reduces the time available for all others. In the current EXPOLIS simulation framework, the time -activity model has been built so that the individual fractions of time are sampled from the fitted beta functions of each microenvironment, and are then divided by the total of the sampled fractions. This effectively scales the used time to unity -an important and necessary property of any time fraction model. But this approach also has the problem that after the division, the sampled time activities do not follow anymore the original fitted beta function. Using negative correlations slightly helps in this problem, the total sampled time being in average closer to unity before the division.
There is no natural reason for fractions of times spent in microenvironments to follow beta distribution. Ryan et al. (1986 ) selected beta distribution as the preferred function because it is bounded by zero from below and one from above -matching the definition of fraction of time variable. The goodness-of -fit plots and tests for b fits showed that the fits are not ideal even in the best cases. One clear reason for this is the difference in time patterns between subgroups of people, e.g., the working and nonworking. We did not explore further subdivision into subgroups as a means of improving the fits. If the time -activity model would need to be improved, then maybe the use of experimental density functions could be considered. But in simulations with more than few microenvironments, this opens the question as to whether the kind of simple correlation matrix approach used here is sufficient.
In spite of the theoretical problems in the beta fit -based time -activity model discussed above, the simulation outputs compare well to the observed exposures. This suggests that at least for a pollutant like PM 2.5 , the beta fit model is good enough.
ETS Exposure
It is important to realize that neither the measured nor modeled exposures include active smoke inhalation by smokers. Because only ETS was included in the sampling, both passive and active smoker measurements reflect the exposure of passive smoking, ETS, only. The true exposures of active smokers are much higher.
The simulations shown in this paper clearly confirm the general finding in many studies (e.g., for Helsinki, Koistinen et al., 2000 , Rotko et al., 2000a ) that ETS exposure greatly affects total population exposures to PM 2.5 . The simulations including ETS -exposed subjects underestimated the exposure levels. This is probably caused by the fact, that the fixed point home indoor and workplace measurements catch only part of the ETS exposure. In Helsinki, smoking in the workplaces is very often restricted to special rooms, and even at home, many people smoke only outdoors. Adding the concentration correlations to the ETS -included models improves the standard deviation estimates, but does not solve the underestimation of the levels. Thus, models 1 -4, not including the microenvironments important for ETS exposures ( models with only ''Home indoors'' and ''Work indoors'') or lumping these microenvironments together with many other types of microenvironments (models with the ''Other'' microenvironment), are not suitable for modeling ETS exposures. ETS exposures should be specifically handled in a model, or should just be excluded from the simulation. The nested design of the modeling framework described by Kruize et al. ( 2002 ) allows also for modeling of ETS and other indoor source exposures. Exclusion of ETS, selected in this work, is justified when the focus is in pollution with ambient origin.
Were there other specific indoor sources than smoking, similar analysis of input representativeness should be carried out to assess the model applicability.
Limitations of the presented model include the need for microenvironment concentration distributions for home and work place indoor air, optionally with the correlations with each other and the ambient air. The concentration submodel needs to be developed further to allow the use ambient air quality measurements to model the microenvironment PM 2.5 input concentrations.
Uncertainty in the Models
When a model is developed to assess exposure levels in a hypothetical scenario, it is important to assess also the uncertainties in the model outputs, caused by uncertainties in model structure, exposure scenario, and model parameters. Model uncertainty includes uncertainties in the selection of the distributions (different parametric vs. empirical ), methods of fitting the parameters, definition of the microenvironments and modeled activities, selection of averaging times and number of iterations, and generation of the random numbers, and so forth (Morgan and Henrion, 1990; Cullen and Frey, 1999 ).
The microenvironment model, shown in Eq.
(1 ) earlier, is in fact the definition of exposure as time -weighted average over the microenvironments visited. Thus, in this basic equation of the model, there is no uncertainty. The simplifications used in the selection of microenvironments and the selection of parametric distributions, however, introduce uncertainties to the model structure.
Model uncertainty has been examined to some extent by evaluation of the input distributions and by comparing the two -and three -microenvironment models with and without ETS exposure. As an example, missing such microenvironments as bars and smoking lounges in the model is obviously one reason for the poor results in simulation of the exposures of the smokers and ETS -exposed. Full analysis of the model uncertainty would significantly broaden the focus and volume of this article. Because the comparison of the modeled and measured exposures for the non -ETS -exposed subjects shows that there is little remaining uncertainty to be explained, this analysis will not be pursued here.
Assessment of scenario uncertainty is crucially important when a model is applied into a new setting ( scenario is changed ). In the present comparison study, the modeled and measured scenarios are identical and, thus, scenario uncertainty has been removed by the study setup. Using the same population sample for both model inputs and comparison data also removes the biggest source of parameter uncertainty, namely population sampling. Thus, only measurement errors are causing parameter uncertainty in the presented models. According to the quality assurance results published elsewhere ( Koistinen et al., 1999 ) , the effect of measurement errors seems to be negligible and was considered to be out of the scope of the current work.
Conclusions
The probabilistic two-to three -microenvironment simulation model predicts the population PM 2.5 exposures fairly well. When ETS exposures were excluded and correlations between the input variables were taken into account, the match was very good over the whole distribution for this subgroup.
With ETS -exposed subjects included and ignoring the input correlations, the simulation outputs underestimated the exposures at the mean and all percentile levels. To solve this problem, ETS exposure should be specifically modeled, e.g., using a nested model. Ignoring the input correlation matrix leads to underestimation of the exposure variance.
The beta distribution model used for time -activity performed acceptably, in spite of the deviations in the fits compared to the observed distributions. Lognormal fits for microenvironment concentrations had to be truncated at 99.9th percentile to prevent overestimation of exposure variation.
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